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On July 6, the Reagan administration announced in Geneva and Washington a proposal to phase
out subsidies and import barriers in agricultural trade within the next 10 years. The proposal was
introduced as part of the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) eighth major round
of multilateral trade negotiations, called the Uruguay round. The round began in January, and is
expected to last four or more years, although US officials are pushing for agreement on agricultural
trade reform by year-end 1988.
Government officials and trade experts from Europe and Japan are less than enthusiastic about the
proposal, arguing that a phase-out of this type could throw a large number of farmers out of work
around the world. "Under the US proposal, you could easily argue that 30 to 40% of the agricultural
enterprises in the European Community would be immediately in danger, or even disappear," said
an official at the community's executive commission in Brussels on July 7.
Other diplomats and trade experts said the number could be as high as 50%. In Japan, officials worry
that key sectors, such as rice production, could be severely damaged by the proposal. "If the change
is drastic, difficulties would be felt in political and social ways," said an official at Japan's mission to
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The plan is given only a very slight chance,
at best, of being approved in its current form by the 93 GATT member nations. The European
Community is expected to emerge as the leading critic of the proposal, with Japan not far behind.
Depending on how it would be carried out, the proposal could force the Community to dismantle
its Common Agriculture Policy, which has cushioned farmers realizing below-average productivity
from market forces, while also providing generous export subsidies. West Germany, which leads
the Community's opposition to the Reagan administration plan, has a large number of small farms.
Nearly two-thirds of the 650,000 full-time farmers in West Germany could be forced off the land,
according to Wilhelm Heinrichsmeyer of the Agricultural Policy Institute.
In the 12-nation EEC, about 11 million people work on 9 million farms, according to Community
statistics. If a quarter of them were thrown out of work by full-scale liberalization of the farm sector,
that would mean nearly 3 million more jobless people in the economically stagnant Community.
"There is no alternative employment available," said a commission official, noting the community's
double-digit unemployment rate. "This makes the modernization of agriculture a difficult task. We
cannot afford to increase the number of unemployed."
According to Daniel Amstutz, US Asst. Secretary of Agriculture, the reaction to Washington's plan
to reform agriculture in some member nations of the GATT has been very positive. At a press
conference shortly after the presentation of the plan, Amstutz emphasized that the US proposal
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would of particular interest to Third World nations. First, he said, the elimination of agricultural
subsidies and export subsidies in developed countries would eliminate certain disincentives to
production in the Third World.
The industrial nations have been dumping subsidized exports in world markets, he said, as a
means of ridding themselves of agricultural surpluses which "our national incentive programs
have created." Amstutz added that such actions contribute to disappointing levels of agricultural
production in the Third World. Second, said Amstutz, if all countries open their borders to imports,
the developing nations would obtain export markets for their agricultural output, and increase
export earnings.
The USDA official emphasized that the world's leading developed nations are spending enormous
amounts of money to support respective agricultural policies. For instance, he said, last year the
EEC dedicated some 26 billion ECUs (European economic units, equivalent to $29.3 billion), and the
US about $26 billion in direct treasury payments to agriculture. To these sums, he added, indirect
payments subsidizing agriculture paid by consumers should be added. The US proposal also
requests standardization of regulations on sanitation for plant and animal products. (Basic data from
several reports by NEW YORK TIMES, AGENCE FRANCE PRESSE, 07/07/87) [See also, "EEC: US
Plan to Eliminate Agricultural Subsidies Premature & Unrealistic," Chronicle 07/07/87.)
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